KEY POINTS
1. Arrival to lake along main park path from Dixon
4.Street, address levels and upgrade existing services/
sub station on edge of lake.

LAKE HOUSE CAFE

1.

2. Reclaim corner of park and water inlet channel,
steps down to allow for access to water’s edge,
retain existing bridge and enhance accessible route
around lake with a new bridge over water channel.

2.
5.

BOWLING CLUB

3. Incorporate stormwater overflow chamber into
accessible lake edge/path, adjust surrounding levels
to allow smooth transition.
4. Pedestrian crossing of Memorial Drive to connect
with Dixon Street promenade and Remembrance
Lake walkway.

3.

5. Pedestrian connection from car park to Queen
Elizabeth Park or Dixon Street promenade.

MEMORIAL DR

IVE

ISLAND

14.

6.
13.

6. Strengthen pedestrian connection to the suspension
bridge, create new crossing on Memorial Drive
and clear vegetation to allow clear sight lines onto
bridge.
7. Area of green engineered surface to car park, retain
overflow parking and a green lawn area when not
occupied.
8. Increase path width at the lake edge and protect
root zone of the existing memorial trees.
9. Realign path around lake to accommodate existing
memorial trees and create a ‘soft’ edge to lake, a
picnic space on southern edge of lake to watch the
sun go down.
10. Create green engineered edge to lake to help
maintain grass with duck egress and entry to lake,
retain boat ramp / water access.

11.
BOAT HOUSE

7.
8.

12.

10.
9.
11.
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11. Redesign parallel and angle parking layout to
carpark areas.
12. Enhance accessible route around lake with a new
width to paths, smooth surface and bridges over
water channels. Upgrade path along back of boat
house as main pedestrian access in this area.
13. Set carparks and create new ‘entrance’ to the park
and edge allow for a sense of arrival and generous
pedestrian access, introduce bollards and road
marking to redefine pedestrian and car space.
14. Upgrade path to lake edge - smooth surface treatment
to allow people to scoot, wheelchair etc. and create
space for trees pits within hard surface areas.

